1. Call to Order and Roll Call
2. Land Acknowledgement of the Gayogohó:nq (Cayuga Nation)
3. Late Additions to the Agenda
4. Consent Agenda: May 18 Meeting Minutes
5. Announcements and Report
   a. Committees
6. Initiatives
7. Presentations and Forum
8. Business of the Day
   a. Appointment of Parliamentarian and Executive Archivist
   b. Adopting Standing Rules for 2023-2024
   c. Appointing Interim Representatives
   d. Resolution 4: Amending the Student Assembly Charter
   e. Electing Vacant Offices
9. Adjournment
MEMBERS OF THE 2023 – 2024 ASSEMBLY

Cornell University is located on the traditional homelands of the Gayogoḥo:nqe (the Cayuga Nation). The Gayogoḥo:nqe are members of the Haudenosaunee (Hoh-deh-no-shoh-nee Confederacy, an alliance of six sovereign Nations with a historic and contemporary presence on this land. The Confederacy precedes the establishment of Cornell University, New York state, and the United States of America. We acknowledge the painful history of Gayogoḥo:nqe dispossession, and honor the ongoing connection of Gayogoḥo:nqe people, past and present, to these lands and waters.
I. Call to Order
   a. Chair C. Ting called the meeting to order at 12:05 pm

II. Roll Call
   a. Members Present [13]: S. Parikh, C. Platkin, L. Balestrieri, K. Everett, C. Ting, R.
   DeLorenzo, P. Kuehl, J. Wallen, D. Nachman, A. Barry R. Verma, A. Bangura, N. Hite, E.
   Ononye, A. Vinson, A. Wang, M. Bakri
   b. Members Excused: N. Son, J.P. Swenson, B. Terhaar, O. Maini, S. Williams

III. Land Acknowledgment of the Gayogóh:nó (Cayuga Nation)
   a. Chair C. Ting stated the land acknowledgment

IV. Late Additions to the Agenda
   a. P. Kuehl motions to add Resolution 3 under New Business, passed by unanimous
      consent

V. Consent Agenda
   a. Approval of the May 4, 2023 meeting minutes
   b. Approval of the May 11, 2023 meeting minutes
      i. R. DeLorenzo motions to approve the meeting minutes, passed by
         unanimous consent

VI. Open Microphone
   a. None

VII. Announcements and Reports
   a. Office of Ethics gives their proposal for presidential succession
      i. A. Bangura explains the purpose of the Office of Ethics
      ii. A. Bangura states their full proposal will be available on the 19th and is
          explained in Resolution 3
      iii. A. Bangura explains their analysis of the Charter, Bylaws, Robert’s Rules,
          and the role of the presidency
iv. A. Bangura states their final decision was that the rules of the Charter should win over and the second-place runner-up should be the president.

v. C. Ting asks if this would immediately institute P. Kuehl to be chair and president?

vi. A. Bangura responds yes

b. C. Ting seeds the chair role to P. Kuehl
   i. P. Kuehl accepts the role

VIII. Initiatives
   a. None

IX. Presentation and Forums
   a. None

X. Business of the Day
   a. Appointment of Presiding Officer and Clerk
      i. None
   b. Considerations of Presidential Succession
      i. None

XI. New Business
   a. R. DeLorenzo motions to add Resolution 3 to the agenda as the next item, passed by unanimous consent
   b. Resolution 3 is presented by C. Ting
      i. C. Ting reads the Resolution
      ii. C. Ting explains why it took so long to figure out the presidential succession and thanks A. Bangura and J. Withers for their work
      iii. A. Bangura reads a more updated version of the Resolution
      iv. K. Everett asks if we will be making an amendment to follow these rules from now on?
         v. A. Bangura responds that this is the way to fix it for now until all the freshmen and transfer representatives are added in
         vi. R. DeLorenzo motions to end debate, passed by unanimous consent
         vii. R. DeLorenzo motions to vote, passed by unanimous consent
         viii. Resolution 3 passes unanimously
   c. P. Kuehl states he will be seeding his position as VP Operations and his seat on the University Assembly
XII. Adjournment
   a. C. Ting motions to adjourn, passed by unanimous consent
      i. The meeting was adjourned at 12:34pm

Respectfully Submitted,
Megan Birmingham
Clerk of the Assembly
Resolution 4: Amending the Student Assembly Charter

Abstract: This resolution amends the current Student Assembly Charter to streamline the Student Activity Fee allocation guidelines and procedure. Additionally, it allows for the Campus Activities organization re-registration to open before an application is due, allows byline officers/advisors to focus on development and structures over the summer leading up to the start of the academic year rather than trying to balance a double reporting byline process that requests similar data sets, and fosters a more collaborative and engagement relationship between byline organizations and the Student Assembly, rather than a process-heavy and transactional relationship.

Sponsored by: Rocco DeLorenzo ‘24
Reviewed by: Executive Committee, 06/11/2023, 5-0-0
Type of Action: Internal Policy
Originally Presented: XX/XX/2023
Current Status: New Business

Whereas, the current Student Fee Allocation procedures dictate a preliminary application and final application organizations must complete to be funded with the Student Activity Fee.

Whereas, in the past, multiple applications have confused applicants, added to the complexity of the already complex Student Activity Fee allocation process, and contain elements that are redundant within both applications.

Whereas, according to the current Student Activity Allocation Procedure, all bylines must complete the eligibility checklist for the preliminary application that includes being fully registered, in good standing, and full compliance with Campus Activities.

Whereas, this re-registration process through Campus Activities will not be available for byline organizations to complete before late July/early August 2023.

Whereas, with the current preliminary application, this creates excess summer work for byline officers or advisors with applications that do not provide much useful information before the fee-setting year.
Whereas, by eliminating the preliminary application from the Student Activity Fee allocation procedures, and moving to a single “final” application that contains the same information collected as the previous preliminary application and final applications, this will:

- Allows for the Campus Activities organization re-registration to open before an application is due,
- Allows byline officers or advisors to focus on development and structures over the summer leading up to the start of the academic year rather than trying to balance a double reporting byline process that requests similar data sets, and,
- Will foster a more collaborative and engagement relationship between byline organizations and the Student Assembly, rather than a process-heavy and transactional relationship.

Whereas, lines 360-462 of the SA Charter, Appendix A: Guidelines for the Allocation of the Student Activity Fee, Section 4: Procedure, will be struck from the current SA Charter.

Be it finally resolved, the following will be inserted in line 360 of the SA Charter;

Section 4: Procedure

A. Application

i. The Office of Assemblies shall make final application materials available for all interested applicants at least 1 week before the beginning of the Fall semester in an odd year.

ii. The deadline for final application submissions is noon on Friday of the third week of the fall semester in which classes are held in a fee setting year.

iii. Each applicant must submit in print and digitally in a single file, using forms provided by the Office of the Assemblies, a final application including:

   a. name of applicant,
   b. mission statement, of the organization or program,
   c. checklist statement regarding eligibility criteria that includes,
      i. being a registered organization,
      ii. being student-directed and student-led,
      iii. possessing a University operating account with internally controlled funds,
      iv. directly and primarily serve/benefit the entire undergraduate Cornell community,
      v. allowing all students equal access to services and/or participation,
      vi. requesting as part of their annual operating budget at least $0.50 per student, per year, from the SAF,
      vii. having a Cornell-employed advisor with oversight of its account,
      viii. being of university status and have an advisor who is provided by the university to advise the operations of the organization,
      ix. having been a pre-registered university organization and be in good standing with Campus Activities, and,
1. been previously funded by either the SAFC, the Student Assembly, or a University department/unit, or
2. being in the top tier of their current primary funding board (they have outgrown the primary funding board model and thus seeking a higher level of recognition and funding on campus), or,
3. if a new applicant, present a petition of fifteen hundred (1500) registered undergraduates to the Student Assembly.

d. current primary and secondary contacts for the organization including email and phone contact information,
e. a written organization profile, including:
   i. officers,
   ii. number of members, and
   iii. description of activities, programming, and events conducted in the present cycle,
f. A requested amount in dollars per student per year,
g. A summary of request for funding which describes how the applicant intends to use funding and summarizing any changes if the applicant is a returning applicant,
h. financial statements for the past two academic years, the current academic year, and financial projections for the two following years based on requested funding levels during the funding cycle, and
   i. an analysis of the current academic year’s financial statements showing hypothetical spending on each budget item in an organization’s financial statements if the organization received 10%, 25%, and 35% less funding than its current allocation.
iv. The Office of the Assemblies will make received application materials available for public viewing online. Any material submitted to the Appropriations Committee is considered “confidential information”. Any pages containing confidential information must be explicitly stamped “confidential” and clearly identified to distinguish them from the publicly viewable portion of the application.

B. Off-Year Reporting by Appropriations Committee
   i. By the first day of classes in a fee-setting academic year, the Vice President for Finance will report each result of off-year byline meetings which occurred in the academic year prior to the fee-setting year.
      a. This report will document decisions of the Appropriations Committee in the form of a funding increase, decrease, or remain the same per byline.
      b. The Vice President of Finance will report this to Assembly, the Vice President for Student and Campus Life, and the President of the University.

C. New Application Petitions for Student Activity Fee Funding
i. If a new applicant, they must present a petition of fifteen hundred (1500) registered undergraduates to the Student Assembly.
   a. Petitions must include signatures of fifteen hundred (1500) undergraduate students registered in that semester.

ii. If the number of valid signatures is found to be under 1,500, the organization will be informed and will have until their scheduled meeting with the Appropriations Committee in a fee-setting year to procure the missing signatures.

iii. If the number of valid signatures is found to be under 1,500, at the discretion of the Vice President of Finance, it is recommended to move their scheduled Appropriations Committee to after all other byline organizations in the same semester of a fee-setting year.

D. Pre-Appropriations Meeting in a Fee-Setting Year
   i. At least one week before the deadline for final application submission, the Vice President for Finance shall convene mandatory meetings for the Presidents, Treasurers, and Advisors of all applicants.
      a. At the meeting, the Vice President of Finance shall explain the procedure of allocating the Student Activity Fee, explain the procedure of Appropriations Committee meetings, and answer questions regarding final application details.
      b. If applicants have already submitted their final application, applicants shall notify the Vice President for Finance of any amendments they wish to make or supporting material to add at this meeting.
      c. The Vice President for Finance can grant an extension for all organizations if there is a delay in the availability of application materials.

E. Byline Organization Eligibility Reporting
   i. In the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Student Assembly after the deadline for final applications, the Vice President for Finance will report to the Assembly on the eligibility of each applicant, identifying:
      a. any new applicants that do not meet one or more eligibility criteria, and
      b. any returning applicants that do not meet one or more eligibility criteria which the Assembly may not waive.

   ii. The Assembly may waive those eligibility requirements it is empowered to waive on a per organization basis for any organization for the remainder of the semester. Such organizations may then proceed through the appropriation process, provided they meet all other eligibility criteria not waived by the Assembly.

F. Appropriation Process
   i. Within one week after the deadline for final applications, the Appropriations Committee shall begin to review applications for each applicant deemed to be eligible or for which eligibility criteria are waived by the Assembly.

   ii. The Appropriations Committee will:
      a. arrange a hearing where the applicant may address questions of the committee,
b. decide whether to fund the applicant in any amount, and,

c. if it decides to fund the applicant, adopt an allocation in dollars per student
   per year of no less than fifty cents and no more than the request submitted
   by the applicant.
      a. The allocation of the Student Activities Funding Commission
         (SAFC) can be greater than the request submitted in the
         application.

iii. At each meeting of the Assembly immediately preceding such a meeting of the
     committee, the Vice President for Finance will report the date, time, and location
     of the meetings as well as the names of applicants the committee intends to
     review.

iv. At each meeting of the Assembly immediately following such a meeting of the
     committee, the Vice President for Finance will introduce a written report,
     including:
        a. name of applicant,
        b. amount requested by applicant,
        c. amount of allocation recommended by committee,
        d. rationale explaining committee’s recommendation, and
        e. a brief response from the applicant, including any request to appeal to the
           Assembly. The Vice President for Finance may set a deadline for the
           applicant to submit a response, provided the deadline is no less than one
           business day after the applicant receives notice of the committee’s
           decision.

v. The Vice President for Finance must inform each applicant of the time and
   location of any meeting where the report is to be presented or reviewed and must
   advise each applicant to send a representative who may answer questions of
   assembly members.

vi. If an applicant chooses to appeal the committee’s recommendation, the Assembly
    will reconsider the recommendation of the committee. The Office of Assemblies
    will provide several copies of complete application materials at any meeting
    where the assembly considers appeals.

vii. The Vice President for Finance will also file minutes of the committee’s meetings
     with the Office of the Assemblies.

viii. The committee will submit its final recommendation, including individual
      allocations, to the Assembly in the form of a legislative at least two regularly
      scheduled Student Assembly meetings before the end of the fall semester.

G. Student Assembly Appropriation Process

i. The Assembly shall not adopt the recommendation of the Appropriations
   Committee at the same meeting that it is proposed.

ii. The Assembly shall provide notice to all applicants at least one full day in
    advance at any meeting where legislation related to its funding is discussed.

iii. The President of the Assembly will transmit its recommendation to the President
for consideration by the last day of finals of the fall semester, including:

a. the total amount of SAF recommendation,

b. the allocations of each by-line funded organization, and

c. a short description of each organization.

Be it finally resolved, the Student Assembly adopts these changes to streamline the Student Activity Fee allocation guidelines and procedure.

Respectfully Submitted,

Rocco DeLorenzo ’24

VP Finance, Student Assembly